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Descriptive Summary

Title: University of California, San Francisco School of Nursing, Master's Entry Program in Nursing records


Collection Number: AR 2011-13

Creator/Collector: University of California, San Francisco. School of Nursing

Extent: 0.63 linear ft. (2 boxes)

Repository: UC San Francisco. University Archives

San Francisco, California 94143-0840

Abstract: The collection contains materials relating to the UCSF School of Nursing Master's Entry Program in Nursing (MEPN) dated from 1988-1991.

Language of Material: English

Access

Collection is open for research.

Publication Rights

Copyright has not been assigned to the Library & Center for Knowledge Management. All requests for permission to publish or quote from material must be submitted in writing to the UCSF Archivist. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the Library & Center for Knowledge Management as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the researcher.

Preferred Citation

University of California, San Francisco School of Nursing, Master's Entry Program in Nursing records. UC San Francisco. University Archives

Acquisition Information

Transferred by the UCSF School of Nursing in 2011.

Biography/Administrative History

MEPN is a three-year program leading to a Master of Science degree in nursing for persons without previous nursing preparation but who hold a baccalaureate (bachelor's) degree in another field.

Scope and Content of Collection

Papers include grants, clippings, promotional materials, various records from the program ranging from development to accreditation.
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